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Main research question

What names of the metrics and 
databases are used in documents 

presenting research portfolio? 

In the study, I focus on the academic 
promotion procedures in Poland



A researcher’s capacity to use the 
characteristics and formats of 
scientometric indicators to present one’s 
true research value. (…) 
 
A researcher can be metric-wise or not. 
However, being or not being metric-wise 
does not depend on the quality of that 
researcher in his or her field.

Metric-Wiseness„ Sandra Rousseau & 
Ronald Rousseau 
(2017). Being metric-
wise: Heterogeneity in 
bibliometric 
knowledge. El 
Profesional de La 
Informacion, 26(3), 
480–487. 

Four dimensions of metric-wiseness 

1. Technical knowledge. 
2. Use of indicators. 
3. Intristric motivation. 
4. External pressure.



Habilitation in Poland

The second scientific degree – similar to 
habilitation in Germany, France and a national 
qualification in Italy. 

A habilitation gives researchers the right to being 
a supervisor of Ph.D. students.  

The same (!) criteria of assessment for all fields. 

A candidate has to submit an application in which 
the main achievement (monograph, series of 
publications; other) and the other achievements 
are presented.
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In this study,  
I have analyzed 
these documents.



3,695

Data Analysis

the 2011 – may 2016 period

self-presentation documents from 
all completed procedures

pages82,710

coded 
segments

read, analyzed, 
and coded in 
MaxQDA

48,616 variables143

classified  (gender, 
discipline, type of 
achievement etc.) 
in SPSS

coded segments into 
aggregated codes codes21

1,557 female researchers 
2,138 male researchers



Coded segment (h-index)
‘h-index’ = code



Code (Metric) Coded 
segments Code (Database) Coded 

segments
Impact Factor 15,949 Journal Citation Reports* 3,862
Points 9,691 Polish Journal Ranking 1,653
Citations* 7,627 Web of Science* 1,352
Total Impact Factor* 2,777 Scopus 939
h-index* 1,767 Google Scholar 509
Self-citations 1,032 Index Copernicus International 398
Other metrics 37 Thomson Reuters 289

ERIH* 205
Publish or Perish 186
Other databases 140
PubMed 95
MedLine 41
Science Citation Index 37
Master Journal List 30

Code: a name (or acronym) of the metric or the database  
Only codes with at least 30 coded segments are included

* A code explicitly included in the assessment criteria of candidates for habilitation.
Blue names – a metric or a database specific to the Polish context.



Self-presentation documents

Pages per self-presentation is 22.38  
(22.61 for female and 22.21 for male researchers). 

Codes per self-presentation is 3.41  
(3.48 or female and 3.36 for male researchers). 

Coded segments per self-presentation is 10.52  
(10.86 or female and 10.28 for male researchers).

A mean number of:
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Conclusions

1. For many researchers metrics play an important role in 
constructing their idealized version of themselves prepared for 
evaluators and general audience. 

2. There are substantial differences in using metrics between 
different fields of science.  

3. Metric-wiseness patterns are related to the publication patterns. 

4. There is no general pattern for gender as a differentiating factor. 
Some minor differences within the fields were found. 

5. Science policy influences metric-wiseness patterns. 

6. Scholars (especially from SSH) prefer other metrics than those 
indicated by science policy.
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